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April 2023 

The course is fabulous. Exactly what I was hoping for. Thanks very much! 

Really well delivered, the pre-recorded lectures are really excellent, and the format of the 3 live days also. The live days 
were great and really helpful. Really appreciated that Barbara encouraged questions and took time to answer them. 

Explaining the intuition and the practicals, and the intuition behind the coding and results it shows is really helpful. 

The course is very detailed and covers a wide range of topics in policy evaluation.  

Very comprehensive, authoritative introduction to the area. Very fortunate to have had the opportunity to attend. Many 
thanks to Barbara! 

 

January 2023 

Overall incredible useful, one of the best econometric courses I've been on.  

It is quite convenient and accessible and the instructor did several tips to make it engaging and enhance collaboration 
across the participants. 

The course was really useful and the pre-class materials were great! Very helpful way to get started. Barbara was a great 
course lead and answered the questions very well. 

I enjoyed having it online. As Barbara mentioned, it allows me time to take in the course contents before the live sessions. 

Thank you for being so full of energy and positive! It really helped. Also the sessions were a good length. 

very accessible pre recorded lectures. good mix of more and less complicated things 

Overall, great course. The checklists will be useful for me going forward. 

The quality of the video lectures was outstanding. 

 
November 2022 

I think it's been great to focus on the practical aspects during the live classes as it really enhanced my understanding, in 
particular having Barbara walk through the steps involved with real data and explain how to interpret the results. 

Pre-class materials were excellent and very thorough. The lectures have been useful to cement what was covered in the 
videos. The stata code files are also incredibly useful and detailed 

I have a lot of experience with most of the methods we covered bout I still learnt a lot and it as great to learn from 
Barbara's vast experience 

really useful to have practical exercises integrated into the course sessions 

Online interactions were great, Barbara is very personable and engaging. Thank you for making his course available so 
widely. 

Excellent course - I have learnt so much and I am looking forward to applying this in my work. Many thanks Barbara!  



Barbara was a great tutor who was super responsive over emails even before the classes began, and explained everything 
really well :) 

 

June 2022 

Would like to start by saying Barbara is an excellent teacher and has an amazing energy. She really makes this course what 
it is. 

the videos are great, because I can stop them if I need to review something in a better detail. Also I can split them into 
several days if I don't have that much time. And the exercises seem to be good. 

Fantastic course, thanks 

Really engaging and interesting, and appreciated the practicals especially. 

Extremely helpful, well explained. 

 

March 2022 

Online format was nice and flexible.  

Just to stress how amazing the lectures and practicals were, found the content really engaging and very clear 

this exceeded my expectations!! having the recordings prior to the live sessions allow you to make the most out of this 
course !! 

Barbara is a very charismatic teacher - great course 

Barbara is brilliant! 

Barbara was fantastic. Very knowledgeable and friendly. Presenting all these complex methods in such simple and clear 
way deserves praise. I think the course was very useful and well organised. The abundant material in pre-recorded videos 
delivers a well-balanced but also challenging course. The range of methods explored is about right 

Thank you for a super informative, engaging course - I really enjoyed it and will be recommending to colleagues 

 

January 2022 

I find it extremely useful for my PhD thesis research. 

Videos very good. Nice to have the time to go through them in our own time. 

My experience has been positive. I have attended online courses in the past which have suffered terrible technical 
problems. The set-up was excellent. Barbara is excellent! The course is covered in good detail and you don't feel like you 
have to find supplemental material to illustrate the basic concept of the meterial. 

our mentor is just awesome 

Barbara was very helpful and answered all of my questions 

Thank you for an informative, intense, interesting course. There are many informations to process and a good thing about 
the online format is that you can skip part of the lectures depending on your own interest/prior knowledge etc. I actually 
think that the online format is very well suited for this type of course. Also, Barbara is a very competent instructor - big 
credit to her :-) 

I think online interactions are always tricky and I think that Barbara did a good job trying to engage us, giving us the 
opportunity to join breakout rooms etc. I don't have any suggestions 

 

November 2021 

Online format worked well. It's easier to digest the information over time, than an intense inperson course.  

wonderful! This is my expected course.  



Very well prepared materials. Really good lecturer, especially in the recorded lectures  

it's a great course! Many thanks  

excellent professor  

I really enjoyed the format of the course. It was explained very well and instructions were sent out well in advance. 
Barbara was also very helpful with any additional requests! 

 


